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Export Operations Leader, reporting into the Global Supply Chain Hub DirectorPosition

based in Batam Do you dream of working in a company that is driven by a meaningful

purpose? An inclusive company that empowers you to do your best and be innovative? We are

looking for an Export Operations Leader. At Schneider Electric, we believe access to energy

and digital is a basic human right. We empower all to do more with less, ensuring Life Is On

everywhere, for everyone, at every moment. We provide energy and automation digital

solutions for efficiency and sustainability. www.se.com We are looking for an Export Operations

Leader to manage the Schneider Electric export control operations program and compliance

with local and other applicable export control and sanctions laws by implementing required

processes and controls at the entity level and distribution hub aligned to EC Program Silver

rules, escalating risk-concerned transactions to the zone Export Control Center of Excellence

(EC COE) Operations Manager, managing local export licensing program, working closely

with Zone EC COE team for training and education of business stakeholders and providing

inputs to the KIC assessment. This role reports to the Global Supply Chain Hub Director

and functionally report to EA Transport. Works within a matrix management representing

the entity(ies) in implementing the export control operations program. What will you do?

§Implement and manage the Export Control (EC) Operations program for the assigned

entity(ies) and distribution hub to ensure compliance to Singapore and other applicable

export control and sanctions laws and regulations as well as Schneider Electric’s export control

policies and directives. §Act as the local EC Single Point of Contact (SPOC) for all export

control and sanctions related matters and activities within the assigned entity(ies) including
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conducting transactional export control (4W) reviews. §Report any non-compliance

observations and incidents to the zone Export Control Center of Excellence (EC COE)

Operations Manager or Governance Manager. §Ensure appropriate export control trainings

are delivered to the local functional teams and business stakeholders in collaboration with the

EC COE team. §Responsible for the completion of the annual KIC (Key Internal Controls)

CE.13 and other applicable reporting and filing requirements. §Responsible or provide

support to any Supply Chain Security programs where applicable. §Ensure proper record

keeping of export control related transactions, escalations, trainings, and incidents. §Engage with

the SPOC Community, EC COE Operations team and Regional Governance team through

quarterly EC SPOC Open Lines, and other EC related communications campaigns.

§Responsible for gathering, maintain and responding to queries related to trade related

information (including but not limited to Export Control Classification Number, Harmonized

Tariff Schedule Classification, etc). §Responsible for the implementation and management of

the local export licensing requirements (including acting as the Strategic Goods Control Officer –

SGCO) under the Singapore Strategic Trade Scheme where applicable. §Lead, support

and/or back-up any ad-hoc export control & sanction related scope of work and activities as

assigned. What qualifications will make you successful? §University degree in a business-

related discipline (law, commerce/economics) or engineering §3-5+ years of experience with

export and import operations and compliance §5+ years of experience in process definition

having taken a process from concept to execution §Working knowledge of Singapore and

preferably US and EU export and import laws §Demonstrated ability to both leading a team

and being a team player( not necessary) §Proficiency with MS office applications

§Excellent oral and written skills §SAP knowledge would be preferred Why us? Schneider

Electric is leading the digital transformation of energy management and automation. Our

technologies enable the world to use energy in a safe, efficient and sustainable manner.

We strive to promote a global economy that is both ecologically viable and highly productive.

€25.7bn global revenue 137 000+ employees in 100+ countries 45% of revenue from IoT 5% of

revenue devoted for R&D You must submit an online application to be considered for any

position with us. This position will be posted until filled It is the policy of Schneider Electric to

provide equal employment and advancement opportunities in the areas of recruiting,

hiring, training, transferring, and promoting all qualified individuals regardless of race,

religion, color, gender, disability, national origin, ancestry, age, military status, sexual

orientation, marital status, or any other legally protected characteristic or conduct. Concerning



agencies: Schneider Electric does not accept unsolicited resumes and will not be responsible

for fees related to such.Schedule: Full-timeReq: 008TMG
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